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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a distributed network client-server system developed for researchers
to perform real-time or near-real-time analyses on ensembles of telemetry data previously
done in post-flight. The client-server software approach provides extensible computing
and real-time access to data at multiple remote client sites. Researchers at remote sites can
share similar information as those at the test site. The system has been used successfully
in numerous commercial, academic and NASA wide aircraft flight testing.
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INTRODUCTION

Improved capability to acquire high quality telemetry data has led to extensive interest in
performing real-time or near-real-time analysis on data ensembles previously conducted in
post-flight. This is particularly true if conduct of the next test point is based on the results
of the current test. Allowing researchers to examine scientific data in real-time greatly
increases research and test productivity.

In response to such needs, a distributed network client-server system was designed and
implemented. The system was designed to be flexible in such a way that hardware and



software modules can be added or removed easily in accordance with the test
specification and requirements. Data accuracy, integrity, and efficiency were important
factors to be considered in the design. The client-server system also enables researchers
at remote sites to share similar data information as those at the test site in real-time.

This paper will discuss the client-server system architecture. And as an example, we will
describe the system used in UH60A Black Hawk Slung Load Testing conducted at NASA
Ames Research Center. Results from other flight tests will also be briefed.

DATA FLOW PATH

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the client-server system at ground station used in the
UH60A Tests. Two PCM data streams -- I-Box stream and ADAS stream -- were
transmitted from the aircraft. The I-Box stream was captured by an on-ground steer log
periodic antenna and the ADAS stream by a single axis dual parabolic antenna. On board
video was also received by the ground station via a horn antenna. In the ground station,
the received PCM data signals traveled through receivers, bit synchronizers and a
combiner. The combined synchronized data stream was then passed to an analog tape for
storage and to a Loral 550 system. The Loral 550 system was embedded with a bit-
synchronization module and a decommutation module and functioned as a front end
processor to reassemble data frames and screen out bad ones. Additional data storage
was also available on the internal Loral disk.

Data frames emerging from the Loral system would go through two routes. In the first
route, data traveled to a shared memory board located in the in-house-built Parallel
Telemetry Acquisition Processing System (PTAPS), which was a VME-based embedded
multi-processor system hardwired to the Loral system. PTAPS contains several CPU
processor boards and a shared memory board. Each board has its own application and
can access to the shared memory board on demand. The current data frame was stored in
the shared memory board temporarily until a new frame arrived. Then the new frame
would replace the old frame.

In PTAPS, a SPARC processor board functioned as a data server. The server algorithm
running on this board retrieved the current data frame from the shared memory board and
performed extensive scientific computation. When the computation was completed for the
frame, the computed results were broadcast to various clients in real-time. When a new
data frame arrived, the cycle repeated. The locations of these clients can be country wide.
The network protocols used for communication among the server and clients were
UDP/IP and TCP/IP. These protocols were implemented as part of our sophisticated
client-server software. In addition, a MO68K board which shared the same VME bus as



the SPARC board also acted as a data server to provide real-time data to a local strip
chart device.

A critical issue that deserves attention especially when dealing with extensive data
calculation in real-time is to ensure that the computational process keeps up with the data
update rate. Otherwise, data can be lost before the next computation cycle comes.
Generally, faster processor and efficient software algorithms are able to speed up
computation.

In the second route, raw data frames from the Loral 550 system were broadcast to a local
Sun SPARC workstation where validity of data frames was checked. The data were then
passed to the client-server software for comprehensive scientific computation. In this
step, derived parameters in engineering units were generated. These parameters were then
passed to the UH60A researcher CIFER program. CIFER, which represents
Comprehensive Identification from FrEquency Responses, allows frequency domain
analysis of time history test data through an interactive framework. A detailed description
of CIFER can be found in Ref. 1. During this stage, complex real-time or near real-time
data analyses were in progress. The analyses included rapid identification of transfer
function models, handling qualities analysis, spectral signal analysis, and time and
frequency domain identification comparisons with model predictions. The results of these
analyses could affect UH60A researcher decision of what to do in the next test point.

In summary, the client-server system for UH60A Helicopter Slung Load Tests was mainly
comprised of the following items: (a) an in-house built client-server software to control
and monitor data flow, (b) customized server software modules for data reduction, (c) an
interface to test parameter database, (d) an interface to a user's own data analysis tool, ie.
CIFER program. (e) a networked hardware configuration to perform data acquisition and
parallel processing.

RESULTS

The present client-server system allows researchers to get access to real-time data from
remote test sites and to perform real-time or near-real-time research analysis on data
ensembles. To demonstrate its application, real-time data obtained from different projects
using the system are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

Figure 2 shows UH60A Slung Load Test data extracted from Reference 2 with
permission. The flight-time data profiles were generated by using both the client-server
software and the CIFER program as described above. These profiles can be achieved
within two to five minutes after each maneuver. Familiarity with the CIFER program can
speed up the analysis process. Also note that in the figure, results from flight-time analysis



were compared with results from post-flight analysis. They are in good agreement. The
slight difference in coherence was due to the fact that the post flight procedure normally
expanded the frequency range with adequate coherence.

Figure 3 shows the measured data for CV990 Landing Gear Systems Research Aircraft
Flight Test. The tests were performed along the runway at NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center at Edwards, CA. A mobile facility located near the runway was used to capture
telemetry data. Communication with the outside world was via a wireless modem in the
mobile facility. The data shown on the diagram was actually displayed in a client computer
located at NASA Ames Research Center at Moffett Field, CA. in real-time.

Similarly, Figure 4 shows the laser tracking data for MD990 aircraft position in NRTC
Acoustic Flight Tests conducted at Crows Landing, CA. The data again was displayed at
NASA Ames Research Center in real-time. In both cases indicated in Figures 3 and 4,
researchers at remote sites can share similar data information as that at the test site.

The data transferred from one site to another usually travel through the public Internet
infrastructure, unless private dedicated network channel is used. In the former case, data
arrival to the client hosts may be delayed if the Internet traffic is busy. If data packets go
through Internet, data security issue should be considered.

CONCLUSION

A client-server software has been implemented to make use of the distributed network
system to allow researchers to perform complex analyses on data ensembles in real-time
or near-real-time manner. Results of the analyses can be used immediately for the next test
point. The software also provide extensible computing and real-time access to data by
multiple client sites. The software has been used successfully in a number of commercial,
academic and NASA wide flight tests.

NOMENCLATURE

X: Aircraft position in feet along x-axis from reference point
Y: Aircraft position in feet along y-axis from reference point
H: Aircraft height in feet
V: Aircraft velocity in knot
WAN: Wide Area Network
PTAPS: Parallel Telemetry Acquisition Processing System
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Figure 1.  Schematic of The Client-Server System At The Ground Station For
UH60A Helicopter Slung Load Test



Figure 2. UH60A Slung Load Data - Comparison  Of
Flight Time And Post Flight Analysis. Attitude

Response, Hover, Longitudinal Axis, 4K CONEX



Figure 3. Real-Time  Data From CV990 Landing Gear
Testing Conducted At NASA Dryden



Figure 4. Real-Time Laser Tracking Position of Aircraft
MD900 in NRTC Acoustic Flight Test


